He made every effort to correct his speech after he was once shown.
In reading he pronounced the words more distinctly than in his ordinary conversation. This was to be expected since he had the visual stimulus present. He had difficulty in pronouncing words containing a combination of the letters oi. With particular drill on this sound he improved. A daily spelling lesson supplemented both his reading and speech work. In either subject the words that gave him difficulty were used provided they were not too difficult.
Walter also received training in arithmetic. Less time was devoted to this than to the other subjects. He was most interested in arithmetic probably because it gave him less trouble. A definite proficiency according to grade was hard to establish. He had the plus and minus combinations but much too often he resorted to counting on his fingers. By his own method he was able to add a single column of three or four digits. He had never learned to "carry" and in subtraction he had never learned to "borrow." In multiplication he had been taught the first six tables but his results gave evidence that he needed a decided brushing up.
With a sufficient understanding of the work he was supposed to have covered, he was given a thorough review of the plus and minus combinations and the multiplication tables that he had had. There soon was a decided improvement. In addition he was taught to "carry." At 
